Solution overview

OpenText Axcelerate
Portable Solution

End-to-end, full-featured eDiscovery solution for
compliance with data isolation and privacy laws

Deploys
pre-installed
for quarantined
eDiscovery projects
or investigations

Market forces are converging that necessitate another approach

Offers end-to-end
eDiscovery and
investigation
capabilities

documents prior to production or transfer to the cloud and the

Provides
supporting services

to deploying and managing eDiscovery technology. These include
data privacy and isolation laws prohibiting cross-border data

traffic, the need for organizations with hybrid systems to conduct
complete reviews and remove sensitive information from

rapid rise of cybersecurity threats from outside the organization.

OpenText Axcelerate Portable Solution addresses the growing need for secure eDiscovery and
investigation projects in which data needs to stay on-premises or in jurisdiction to comply with
data privacy laws. A temporary, completely air-gapped eDiscovery solution, Axcelerate Portable
Solution ensures maximum security by isolating the computer or network and preventing it
from establishing an external connection—eliminating access by external parties, including
potential infiltrators. Similarly, Axcelerate Portable Solution assists companies with hybrid data
strategies, where some content is held on-premises and other data is hosted in the cloud. This
enables legal teams to conduct a parallel review based on need.

Deploys pre-installed for quarantined eDiscovery projects
or investigations

The complete OpenText™ Axcelerate™ solution is pre-installed on a portable server and
delivered in a travel kit to the organization’s location—virtually anywhere in the world. The
OpenText eDiscovery services team prepares the portable unit prior to delivery, then goes
onsite to process data and ensure the project team is ready to hit the ground running.
On-premises reviewer PCs can be connected to the portable kit for the duration of the
project. Once the project has concluded, the server is securely and forensically wiped and
returned to OpenText.
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Offers end-to-end eDiscovery and investigation capabilities

“We are delighted to
work with OpenText as
a trusted partner to
deliver this solution.”

Axcelerate Portable Solution is a fully featured instance of the on-premises server, packaged
to be deployed for temporary standalone projects. Key features include:
• Early case assessment tools for culling data sets and surfacing the content for analysis
and review.

Eversheds Sutherland

“The data science team
at OpenText has done an
excellent job in helping
us communicate how the
technology works to our
clients and attorneys in
the firm."
David Stanton
Pillsbury

“OpenText Axcelerate
provides great visualized
analytics. Rather than
just words on a screen,
it presents data the way
our attorneys think.”
Dawn Radcliffe
Legal Technology Manager
TransCanada Pipelines, Ltd.

• Auto-redaction tools to detect and cleanse sensitive content, such as PII, NPI and PHI.
• Patented advanced analytics, visualizations, predictive filters and additional analytics for
legal teams to carry out faster, more efficient document reviews or investigations—all
fully integrated into Axcelerate.
• Technology-assisted review based on continuous learning to further accelerate review by
prioritizing the most relevant documents.
• Production workflows with configurable rules and a production wizard to speed discovery
set production.

Provides supporting services

Configuration of the portable unit and on-site implementation is always included in an Axcelerate Portable Solution project. OpenText can provide additional services as needed to
help legal teams accelerate the effort, including:
• Forensic collections.
• Data ingestion and processing.
• Review workflow consulting to optimize continuous machine learning and expedite review.
• Managed review leveraging technology-assisted review.
• Production services.
• Managed services to manage and support a project end-to-end.
Contact OpenText™ Discovery to discuss your organization’s requirements for
quarantined eDiscovery.

OpenText Axcelerate Portable Solution
ensures air-gapped access for highly secure
investigations and discovery projects

About OpenText

OpenText, The Information Company, enables organizations to gain insight through
market leading information management solutions, on-premises or in the cloud. For more
information about OpenText (NASDAQ: OTEX, TSX: OTEX) visit: opentext.com.
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